
 

 

 

Daytona Milton Keynes National InKart Championship 2012 

Round Eight: 

Cadet Lightweight Group One Heat one: 

 

In an eventful start to the race, Theo Angus spun at turn four, whilst Jack Deakin brilliantly overtook 

two karts up the inside of the same corner. By the end of the first lap, Jack was leading from the rest 

of the group. There was slight contact between Archie and Jay but no advantage was gained, 

however, Archie received a black and white warning flag. Luke, Jay and Archie were very close for 

2
nd

, 3
rd

 and 4
th, with the arshals keepi g a kee  eye o  the  a o u pi g  oard was issued as 

no advantage had been gained. Jack stormed away with the victory from Jay Hodson and Luke 

Richardson. 

 

Heat two: 

 

At turn four on the opening lap, Jack Deakin made a move up the inside of Archie Forber but he was 

able to fight back and hold the position heading down to turn five. Jack Deakin finally made the 

move stick at the final corner to take the lead. The top three were extremely close coming across the 

line with less than a second between them, however, Jack Deakin held off for the victory. Archie 

Forber finished in second and Jay Hodson in third. 

 

Group Two Heat One: 

 

In a close start to the race, Dhruv Tailor gained the advantage moving into turn two and made it stick 

at the turn four hairpin. Unfortunately, following kart problems, Lewis Harmer changed his kart in 

the pitlane, dropping him to the back of the pack. After a very closely fought race, Dhruv was able to 

maintain his advantage over Kameron and took the victory in the race by seven-tenths of a second. 

Charlie Croston finished in third, a further nine seconds down the road. 

 

Heat Two 

 

At turn two, Dhruv made a very, very late braking move up the inside of Lewis Harmer. Dhruv 

continued his move upwards by then overtaking Charlie Croston for the lead. There was some fierce 

racing between Lewis Harmer and Charlie with some pretty tough side-to-side contact, however no 

position was lost/gained so a black and white warning flag was issued to both drivers. On the final 

lap, Lewis made the move on Charlie stick between turns nine and ten to poach third place. Dhruv 

Tailor won by six-tenths from Kameron Mehrbahn in second. 

 

B  Final 
 

With some strong runners in the B final, following some disappointing results in the heats, there was 

everything to play for in this race. Theo Angus made a good start by overtaking Suzy Phillips at turn 

four to move up into fourth place. Luke Richardson pulled out a very comfortable lead to easily take 

the victory from Kameron Mehrbahn and Lewis Harmer. 

 



 

The Grand Final: 

 

With tension building for the finale of the Cadet Lightweight class, Jack Deakin was on pole from 

Dhruv Tailor on merit of best lap time (both drivers were equal points following the heats).  Luke 

Richardson made a stunning overtake on the entrance to turn nine but went too hot into the corner 

and unfortunately spun out, losing his hard-earned position. Dhruv Tailor and Jay Hodson were 

fighting hard over second and third positions; Jay made a great last-minute move up the inside to 

take the position. Meanwhile, Luke had caught up with the rest of the pack and made a move up the 

inside of turn ten but again went far too hot up the inside and crashed into the tyre barrier. In a last-

lap drama, Jack Deakin went wide at turn ten and lost the place to Archie Forber but dramatically 

regained the position to take the win on the final corner, Dhruv Tailor finished third. 

 

Cadet Heavyweights Heat one: 

 

It was a clean start through the first four corners before Levi made a move at turn four. Samuel 

Ravindran also made a clean overtake at turn five to move up from his grid slot. Still on the opening 

lap, Levi made a last minute move at ten, which almost paid off before sliding a bit too much and 

losing the position back after bogging-down out of the corner. There was some very close racing 

between Levi, Samuel and Ben Surtees-Wheat – this tough racing resulted in a bumping board issued 

to all of them. Zac and Ben also had a very close battle following this, and Ben just piped Zac to the 

line by two-hundredths of a second for fifth place. Dean Thomas dominated to finish first, Toby 

Goodman was second and Levi Anderson finishing strongly in third. 

 

Heat two: 

 

Samuel Ravindran received a black and white warning flag following significant contact on Toby 

Goodman on the opening lap. On lap three both Ben Surtees-Wheat and Zac Outfin spun on their 

own accord and lost position. Following further significant contact on Toby Goodman, Samuel was 

deducted a lap for too much contact (in lieu of a black flag). Levi Anderson won the race convincingly 

from Toby Goodman and Zac Outfin in third. 

 

The Grand Final: 

 

The grand final for the cadet heavyweight class was extremely close throughout and kept the 

audience on their feet. At the start Levi Anderson got the jump on Toby Goodman to take the lead. 

After the initial opening lap, a group formed at the front containing Levi, Toby, Dean and Zac. There 

were numerous changes in position between this group throughout the race. On the final lap, the 

drivers went three-abreast into turns two and three. This forced Levi out wide and meant he lost the 

lead and dropped back to fourth. Toby won the race, Dean poached 2
nd

 and Zac completed the 

podium in 3
rd

 place. 

 

Junior Lightweights Heat one: 

 

A pretty good start from all drivers meant that it was all even through the first couple of corners, 

until Matthew Diemer made a great move on Adam Pooler up the inside of turn four. InKart 

returnee, Christian Nielson-Evens out-broke himself coming into turn six and lost two places. A 

bumping board was issued for some very late braking by Brandon Calimano coming into turn ten. 

After getting a great run out of the exit to National Circuit, Matthew Diemer made yet another 

brilliant move up the inside of turn nine. The race finished with Spencer Olds dominating in first 

place, Matthew with a great ride to come home 2
nd

 and Dan Mallison in 3
rd

. 



 

Heat two: 

 

It was a close opening lap with quite a few positional changes. Both Spencer and Dan Mallison were 

able to get up the inside of other drivers at turn five. There was quite a bit of contact between the 

drivers and several bumping boards were issued. The culmination of this was a one-lap deduction for 

Adam Pooler (in lieu of a black flag due to not enough time remaining) after gaining a position 

through slight contact at turn ten. Spencer pounced on third place on the penultimate lap with a 

good move on the entrance to turn four.  Matthew Diemer took the victory from Christian Nielson 

Evans to gain some valuable points. 

 

The Grand Final: 

 

After two very competitive heats, the final was going to be an exciting one.  Spencer and Matthew 

were glued bumper to bumper around the first couple of laps. A hard move by Spencer at turn ten 

just about squeezed an overtake to take the lead. Just behind them, Brandon Calimano made a 

cracking move on Dan Mallison at turn nine. Despite an attempted re-take, Brandon held onto the 

position. Spencer held on for the victory, Matthew Diemer took a well–earned 2
nd

 and Brandon held 

on for third place on the podium. 

 

Junior Heavyweight Heat one: 

 

On the opening lap, Sam Howell pounced on pole-sitter Ben Davis at turn four to grab first place. 

Thomas Knapton made a good move to get up into second place at turn number nine. With tight 

racing throughout the field, Alex Churchill overtook Tyler Parslow at the entrance to turn eleven.  

Keeping the drama all the way to the line, there was some contact between Alex Churchill and Ben 

Davis. However, Ben was able to hold on for third place and no advantage was gained. Sam Howell 

dominated the race and Thomas Knapton was a clear second. 

 

Heat two: 

 

It was a strangely quiet couple of opening laps for this fiercely competitive group. The first action 

came on lap two when Tyler unfortunately spun at turn ten to drop to the back of the grid after 

being placed in second. Despite Ben Davis being all over the back of him, Sam Howell was able to 

hold off for third place. Alex Churchill took a very convincing win from Thomas Knapton in second. 

 

The Grand Final: 

 

With the grid set for the final race of the day, Sam Howell set off from pole position and put his foot 

to the floor. Alex Churchill snatched second place from Thomas Knapton on the opening lap. Tyler 

managed to find a way passed Ben Davis at turn six and began to chase down the other drivers.  

However, it was too late and the top 3 were secure. Sam Howell took the win, Alex Churchill was 2
nd

 

and Thomas Knapton impressing in 3
rd

. 

 

Conclusion: 

 

Well done for all drivers for today s ra i g. 

 

Although we believe that it has been a successful day, we also recognise there is always room for 

improvement and if anyone has any feedback – positive or negative! Please drop an e-mail to 

ben.turner@daytona.co.uk 

mailto:ben.turner@daytona.co.uk


 

Please remember that you will drop your worst two rounds – meaning that anyone still has the 

chance for the championship! 

 

See you all next round, be sure to book in early to guarantee your space! 

Jake Biggerstaff 

National Circuit Championship Co-Ordinator.  

 

Trophy Winners 

 

 


